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Assessment Table of Specifications - (Analyzed by Item) 

Using the Table of Specifications to build an assessment is the second step of the assessment development process.  The purpose of this table is to detail the content, level 
of cognitive demand, amount, type, and answer or point value of the measurement items/or tasks.  Typically, this is used while also building the assessment.  The post-
administration analysis should be revisited after completion of the assessment to review and reflect on the results. 
Please Note: There are two (2) versions of the ToS available for use:  One is organized sequentially by item, and one holistically by standard.  Districts should choose the 
option that best fit their needs.   
 

Subject:   Mathematics/Grade 1 
Course 
Number:   

27.01200 Grade: First (1) 
Total 
Items/Tasks: 

34 

Assessment 
Title: 

 HGARESA  1st  Grade Reading 
Post-Assessment                

TOS Date:  District: Laurens County 

Please check one or both below. 

Pre Post 

X X 
. 

 SLO Measure Development – Complete during SLO Development Post Administration Analysis –Recommended after post 

assessment results 

 *Hover mouse over column title for more information.  
Item 

Number Domain or Strand 
Standard/Element 

Content Emphasis 
 (of course/ 
assessment) 

Item Type  
or Task 

Standard: 
Cognitive 

Demand (DOK) 

Item: 
Cognitive 
Demand 

(DOK) 

 
# or %  

Incorrect 

# or %  
correct 

Analysis/Next Steps 

1 MCC1.NBT.4 Add within 100, 
including adding a two-digit 
number and a one-digit number, 
and adding  
a two-digit number and a multiple 
of 10, using concrete models or 
drawings and strategies based on 
place value, properties of 
operations, and/or the relationship 
between addition and subtraction;  
relate the strategy to a written 
method and explain the reasoning 
used. Understand that in adding  
two-digit numbers, one adds tens 
and tens, ones and ones; and 
sometimes it is necessary to 
compose  
a ten 

High SR 

2/add 
3/relate and 

explain 
2/understand 

3/compose 

2    
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2 MCC1.NBT.4 Add within 100, 
including adding a two-digit 
number and a one-digit number, 
and adding  
a two-digit number and a multiple 
of 10, using concrete models or 
drawings and strategies based on 
place value, properties of 
operations, and/or the relationship 
between addition and subtraction;  
relate the strategy to a written 
method and explain the reasoning 
used. Understand that in adding  
two-digit numbers, one adds tens 
and tens, ones and ones; and 
sometimes it is necessary to 
compose  
a ten 

High PT 

2/add 
3/relate and 

explain 
2/understand 

3/compose 

3    

3 MCC1.NBT.4 Add within 100, 
including adding a two-digit 
number and a one-digit number, 
and adding  
a two-digit number and a multiple 
of 10, using concrete models or 
drawings and strategies based on 
place value, properties of 
operations, and/or the relationship 
between addition and subtraction;  
relate the strategy to a written 
method and explain the reasoning 
used. Understand that in adding  
two-digit numbers, one adds tens 
and tens, ones and ones; and 
sometimes it is necessary to 
compose  
a ten 

High MC 

2/add 
3/relate and 

explain 
2/understand 

3/compose 

2    

4 MCC1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit 
number, mentally find 10 more or 
10 less than the number, without  
having to count; explain the 
reasoning used. 

High MC 

2/Identifying 
Patterns 

3/Analysis/Expl
ain  

2    
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5 MCC1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit 
number, mentally find 10 more or 
10 less than the number, without  
having to count; explain the 
reasoning used. 

High  SR 

2/Identifying 
Patterns 

3/Analysis/Expl
ain  

2    

6 MCC1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit 
number, mentally find 10 more or 
10 less than the number, without  
having to count; explain the 
reasoning used. 

High  SR 

2/Identifying 
Patterns 

3/Analysis/Expl
ain  

2    

7 MCC1.NBT.6 Subtract multiples of 
10 in the range 10-90 from 
multiples of 10 in the range 10-90  
(positive or zero differences), using 
concrete models or drawings and 
strategies based on place value,  
properties of operations, and/or 
the relationship between addition 
and subtraction; relate the  
strategy to a written method and 
explain the reasoning used. 

Medium MC 
2/subtract 

3/relate and 
explain 

2    

8 MCC1.NBT.6 Subtract multiples of 
10 in the range 10-90 from 
multiples of 10 in the range 10-90  
(positive or zero differences), using 
concrete models or drawings and 
strategies based on place value,  
properties of operations, and/or 
the relationship between addition 
and subtraction; relate the  
strategy to a written method and 
explain the reasoning used. 

Medium  MC 
2/subtract 

3/relate and 
explain 

3    

9 MCC1.OA.1 Use addition and 
subtraction within 20 to solve 
word problems involving situations 
of adding to, taking from, putting 
together, taking apart, and 
comparing, with unknowns in all 
positions, e.g., by using objects, 
drawings, and equations with a 
symbol for the unknown number 
to represent the problem. 

Medium SR 3/Application  3    
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10 MCC1.OA.1 Use addition and 
subtraction within 20 to solve 
word problems involving situations 
of adding to, taking from, putting 
together, taking apart, and 
comparing, with unknowns in all 
positions, e.g., by using objects, 
drawings, and equations with a 
symbol for the unknown number 
to represent the problem. 

Medium MC 3/Application  3    

11 MCC1.OA.6 Add and subtract 
within 20, demonstrating fluency 
for addition and subtraction within 
10. Use strategies such as counting 
on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 
4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a  
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 – 
4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using 
the relationship between addition  
and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 
8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 = 4); 
and creating equivalent but  
easier or known sums (e.g., adding 
6 + 7 by creating the known 
equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13) 

High SR 
1/knowledge 
2/application 
3/synthesis 

3    

12 MCC1.OA.6 Add and subtract 
within 20, demonstrating fluency 
for addition and subtraction within 
10. Use strategies such as counting 
on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 
4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a  
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 – 
4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using 
the relationship between addition  
and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 
8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 = 4); 
and creating equivalent but  
easier or known sums (e.g., adding 
6 + 7 by creating the known 
equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13) 

High MC 
1/knowledge 
2/application 
3/synthesis 

2    
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13 MCC1.OA.6 Add and subtract 
within 20, demonstrating fluency 
for addition and subtraction within 
10. Use strategies such as counting 
on; making ten (e.g., 8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 
4 = 10 + 4 = 14); decomposing a  
number leading to a ten (e.g., 13 – 
4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 10 – 1 = 9); using 
the relationship between addition  
and subtraction (e.g., knowing that 
8 + 4 = 12, one knows 12 – 8 = 4); 
and creating equivalent but  
easier or known sums (e.g., adding 
6 + 7 by creating the known 
equivalent 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13) 

High SR 
1/knowledge 
2/application 
3/synthesis 

2    

14 MCC1.OA.8 Determine the 
unknown whole number in an 
addition or subtraction equation 
relating to three whole numbers. 
For example, determine the 
unknown number that makes the 
equation true in each of the 
equations 8 + ? = 11, 5 = □ – 3, 6 + 6 
= ∆. 

Medium MC 

2/addition 
2/subtraction 
3/determine 
the unknown 

3    

15 MCC1.OA.8 Determine the 
unknown whole number in an 
addition or subtraction equation 
relating to three whole numbers. 
For example, determine the 
unknown number that makes the 
equation true in each of the 
equations 8 + ? = 11, 5 = □ – 3, 6 + 6 
= ∆. 

Medium  SR 

2/addition 
2/subtraction 
3/determine 
the unknown 

3    

16 MCC1.G.2 Compose two-
dimensional shapes (rectangles, 
squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-
circles, and quarter-circles) or 
three-dimensional shapes (cubes, 
right rectangular prisms, right 
circular cones, and right circular 
cylinders) to create a composite 
shape, and compose new shapes 
from the composite shape.6 

Low MC 3/synthesis 3    
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17 MCC1.G.3 Partition circles and 
rectangles into two and four equal 
shares, describe the shares using  
the words halves, fourths, and 
quarters, and use the phrases half 
of, fourth of, and quarter of.  
Describe the whole as two of, or 
four of the shares. Understand for 
these examples that decomposing  
into more equal shares creates 
smaller shares. 

Low SR 
2/Comprehensi

on 
3/Application 

3    

18 
MCC1.MD.1 Order three objects by 
length; compare the lengths of two 
objects indirectly by using a  
third object. 

Low SR 
1/knowledge 

3/analysis 
2    

19 

MCC1.MD.3 Tell and write time in 
hours and half-hours using analog 
and digital clocks 

Medium MC 
1/knowledge 
2/application  

1    

20 

MCC1.MD.3 Tell and write time in 
hours and half-hours using analog 
and digital clocks 

Medium SR 
1/knowledge 
2/application 

2    

21 MCC1.MD.4 Organize, represent, 
and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer  
questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each 
category, and how many more or  
less are in one category than in 
another. 

High SR  3/construct 3    

22 MCC1.MD.4 Organize, represent, 
and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer  
questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each 
category, and how many more or  
less are in one category than in 
another. 

High SR 3/compare 3    
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23 MCC1.MD.4 Organize, represent, 
and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer  
questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each 
category, and how many more or  
less are in one category than in 
another. 

High SR 3 2    

24 MCC1.MD.4 Organize, represent, 
and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer  
questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each 
category, and how many more or  
less are in one category than in 
another. 

High SR 3/compare 3    

25 MCC1.MD.4 Organize, represent, 
and interpret data with up to three 
categories; ask and answer  
questions about the total number 
of data points, how many in each 
category, and how many more or  
less are in one category than in 
another. 

High SR 3/compare 3    

26 MCC1.NBT.1 Count to 120, starting 
at any number less than 120. In 
this range, read and write 
numerals and represent a number 
of objects with a written number. 

High SR 
1/knowledge 
2/application 

1    

27 MCC1.NBT.1 Count to 120, starting 
at any number less than 120. In this 
range, read and write numerals and 
represent a number of objects with 
a written number. 

High MC 
1/knowledge 
2/application 

1    

28 MCC1.NBT.1 Count to 120, starting 
at any number less than 120. In this 
range, read and write numerals and 
represent a number of objects with 
a written number. 

High MC 
1/knowledge 
2/application 

2 
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29 
MCC1.NBT.2 Understand that the 
two digits of a two-digit number 
represent amounts of tens and  
ones 

High MC 
2/Comprehensi

on 
3/Application  

2 

 

   

30 
MCC1.NBT.2 Understand that the 
two digits of a two-digit number 
represent amounts of tens and  
ones 

High MC 
2/Comprehensi

on 
1 

 

   

31 
MCC1.NBT.2 Understand that the 
two digits of a two-digit number 
represent amounts of tens and  
ones 

High PT 
2/Comprehensi

on 
3/Application 

3 

 

   

32 MCC1.NBT.3 Compare two two-
digit numbers based on meanings 
of the tens and ones digits,  
recording the results of 
comparisons with the symbols >, =, 
and <. 

Medium SR 
2/compare 
1/Record 

3 

 

   

33 MCC1.NBT.3 Compare two two-
digit numbers based on meanings 
of the tens and ones digits,  
recording the results of 
comparisons with the symbols >, =, 
and <. 

Medium SR 
2/compare 
1/Record 

3 

 

   

34 MCC1.NBT.3 Compare two two-
digit numbers based on meanings 
of the tens and ones digits,  
recording the results of 
comparisons with the symbols >, =, 
and <. 

Medium SR 
2/compare 
1/Record 

2 

 

   

 


